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rity case and subsequently will, of course, be treated in the final
committee report in December. He will not be called to testify here
today .

It would be appropriate, Mr. Chairman, at this time to call Mr.
Gale .
Chairman STOKES . The committee calls Mr. Gale .
Do you solemnly swear the testimony you give before this com-

mittee is the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so
help you God?
Mr. GALE. Yes, I do .
Chairman STOKES . Thank you, you may be seated.

TESTIMONY OF JAMES H. GALE
Mr. GALE. May I approach him, please, the Counsel?
Chairman STOKES . Mr. Genzman you want to see .
The Chair recognizes Counsel for the committee, Robert Genz-

man.
Mr. GENZMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Gale, would you state your full name for the record?
Mr. GALE . James H. Gale .
Mr . GENZMAN. What was your occupation in 1963?
Mr. GALE. In 1963, I was the Assistant Director in charge of the

Inspection Division .
Mr. GENZMAN. Briefly, what were your duties?
Mr. GALE. As Assistant Director in charge of the Inspection

Division, I had charge over approximately 7 inspectors and about
25 permanent inspector's aides, and it was my responsibility to
make inspections of every seat of government division as well as
each of the 56 field offices on at least a one-time-per-year basis .
During that time, we would go into the files, investigative files,

administrative procedures, make investigative suggestions, insure
that personnel was being utilized at a maximum advantage, make
sure that we were not indulging in too much redtape, and check
into any investigative deficiencies and make pertinent recommen-
dations for administrative action for any administrative or investi-
gative deficiencies .
Mr. GENZMAN. How long did you perform inspection duties for

the Bureau?
Mr. GALE. I was an inspector from 1956 to 1959 . And then I was

in charge of the Washington field office, thereafter going to Chica-
go, and then coming back as Assistant Director in charge of the
Inspection Division from 1962 until 1964.
Mr. GENZMAN. And when did you retire from the Bureau?
Mr. GALE . I retired from the Bureau on October 1, 1971 .
Mr . GENZMAN. In connection with your FBI duties, did you ever

investigate the FBI's internal security case on Lee Harvey Oswald?
Mr. GALE . Yes, I did .
Mr . GENZMAN. Have you previously testified about your investi-

gation of the Oswald security case?
Mr. GALE . No, I have not .
Mr . GENZMAN. Mr. Chairman, at this time, I would ask that the

exhibit marked as JFK F-460 be entered into the record .
Chairman STOKES . Without objection, it may be entered into the

record .
[The above-referred-to exhibit, JFK F-460, follows :]
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JFK EXHIBIT F-460
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Director instructed that complete analysis be made of any
deficiencies in Oswald case and analysis made concerning anynecessary changes
in ourprocedures re handling cases of this type --analysis re proced
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and dissemination policies handled separately.
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RESULTS:O"'IND NGS RE INVESTIGATIVE DEFICIENCIES :

rr

	

. ?It is definitely felt subject Oswald should have beep on the Security
Ind?,c,(SI)Ibased on following facts:, _(This is based solely on informationin; our
file~,at time pj and-prior to assassination and does not take into consideration
inforrmation subsequently developed.) (1) Subject's defection to Russia and statement
that_he never=would return to United States for ariy reason . (2) Stated he was
maixist andadviszd Department of State he would furnish Soviets any information
he had acquired as Marine Aviation Electronics Expert . Also affirmed :in writing
allegiance to Soviet Union and said service in Marine Corps gave him c,iuance. to
observe American imperialism. According to State Department Oswald displayed
air of new "Sophomore" Party liner at that time .

	

(3) Upon returning td .the United
States Oswald displayed cold, arrogant, general uncooperative attitude_qrid:refused
to take 3ureau Polygraph teat to determine if he sad cooperated with tn;S_oviets o: had
current intelligence assignment . (4) On 9/28/62 it was learned Oswald=was subscribing
to "The Worker, " east coast Communist newspaper.

	

(5) In April, 1933,=leaAled he
had been in,contact with Fair Play for Cuba Committee, New Yorx, and-passed out
pamphlets and had placard around neck reading' viands Off Cuba - Viva,Videli"`
(3) Wrote letter June 10, 1983, to "The 'Worker" asking for literature saying he was
Forming Fair Play for Cuba Committee in New Orleans and he, sent honorary
membership to "those fighters for peace" Mr . Gus Hall and Mr. 13 . Davis (Ban
Davis) .

	

(7) Arrested August 9, 1953, New Orleans, passing out Fair Playfor
Cuba pamphlets on street.

	

Shortly thereafter interviewed on radio andsaid'Russia _
ad gone soft on Communism and Cuba only real revolutionary country in world
today.

	

(8) Contact with Soviet Embassy, Mexico, September and October, 1953 .

	

1

' }?i

	

1nd ozat of Government employees who handledinsta,-it caa_A ;� .
.iaintain subject did not come wit iln3I ciiteIns;:ector does not agree, believing
hat Oswalacame-withm.follo~gfng cate gorv: "Investigationnab dzvalooed information
;a t an mdivi ua thouah'not a member of or nartici ini
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h~vas..iul~- Upon Suh~uii from XwStiQexaS w-&14/62 --- -Id 
r.z-c.lcitrant attitudz. The oniy investigation condlxted was 

of Goverilrnent officials. t:bzee relatives and check with two 
\ \Coj;munist Party informants. The case was-<hen closed titer~?~cSnti~_tervies 

No xi$lbo~hood Oi employment SoUrCeS 
m, mail covers or other teeMoues not used to d&r-- 

l!with subiect b.7 Dallas report dated’5/30/6~ 

gil?lsn;. 
suonsibln for -x 

tbh< is nova retired, 

Dallas reopened 
a~dxge!v~)x Field S 

1033, had been in contact with New York Fair Play- for Cuba Committee, advising ‘ZE?!J 
that ha JaSsed out Fair Play for Cuba pamphkts e-k readin. 0 
“Zands 3:: Cuba - Viva Fidel.” @.ie~qxrris vised he ret 

I,----& 

advised that Nev York did ilot report-OswaLd!S, 
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Memo for Mr. Tolson
Re : Lee Harvey Oswald

'

	

advised Dallas conside-e3 the most important aspect of this
casshe interview of Oswz!d's 'wife and d-_d not dee;n it advisable to interview
her -in lurch, 1933, because they developed informaion that Oswald drinsin, to

1excess and neat up -.vile on several_ occasions . pW stated that they allowed a
! I SO-day "coolinz-off oeriod " and then couldn't locate Oswald or his wife until New

i Orleans located them in New Orleans and advised Dallas on 7/17/00"3 .

	

No instructions
pvan New Orleans to interview Prlrs. Oswald .

s. wised that after Oswald's return-oDallas was verified on
11/1/03 no interview

	

as conducted of Mrs. OsNvald because Dallas awaiting
information from New Orleans. fIM advised investi2ation wa_s_d e.,sio-ne3 toI avoid having Oswald's wife "pain the impression she was being harassedor
hounce: oe0ause of her rni

	

s: t~yy inorder that the interview when conducted
l y ,

	

might oe as productive aspossiblet.

	

-

	

i

	

A

	

f

(Inspector feels thisPmt e facet of investigation rnishandled.

	

Mrs.
Os'.c21d

define:-
should h_"r~ bee int ~ed=n3yZSxEtpr feels best time

to -et

	

.:ornation from her would be after she ;vas beztan uniw her husband as
it is felt she would be far more likely to cooperate when angry at Oswald than:-_

On ll/l/03 Dallas Aetesmined from Mrs. Ruth Paine t:at Oswald

	

-
wor:;ing at the Texas School 3oUK Depository

	

ace .rpm whichn assassira.i~n'
snuL ira~o~ Oswald . Mrs. Paine unaware of Oswald's residence but stated
Oswa'_d` s wife living with her .

	

tes he made pretext telephone call to . __----,
Oswald's place of employment and was told Oswzd -_essd _g withmfrs.Paine.

	

_
Not recur ed a=n f _e; On 175r63 Ms Pane-econta _ed anaunable to furnish

t information as to Oswald's residence address, but stated Oswald had visited
ihis

	

at Paine's house on ll/2 and 3/53.

	

At thispoint Dallas held investi_zatio_n_
!+ fn ab

	

ance and no further ia-restigation =name ::aril zssasin ation._

1 explained that he held inve_~ igation in abeyance to be-
cartain he was in possession of all information from Necr Orleafts so he could
possibly interview Mrs. Oswald and conduct further impesUgatlon.

	

He was_,

	

-
~~ aware as of 10/'3/33 that C3iald :Zad been in coat~ct with thq Soviet Embassy in

?~Iex_=co City but felt because Os ".vald was e:no:o°re "i in ronstrat,Zic pusUion
where :ia would not paie ac=e inormation importaLto atio~ll defense that
he"=ra`s ?ustified n holdins investigation in abza "fc__. Insoe~cto_r daiinitelvdoes riot

°; :tee ':vOr ea~suo i to:9i3-may-rep,art 10;3!./53_i;_o_il-,r leads o~;t a 3 n
~~ in Na~.v Orleans were to ascertain Oswald_'s wh=Fel_jouts .. No indication flew Orleans
ji had any firths_data and Nl.%v~O~RUC'd case by form 11/19,x53 .

	

Evan if -
New Orleans had not raporfed all information in treir possession, Dallas s?:ould_

	

-
jthave iaevaiied in-:est i;;ation in light of Os -.vzld`s contact with Soviet Embassy

	

-
i~ andr.- : herd invessi ,-

	

ion in aba,,ranca .

	

Suga:-hs""

	

dvised he J



Z4emo to Mr. Tolson
Re . Lee Harvey Oswald

di_scuss ecl above investigative steps with

	

a~id concurred with the manner in
which handled.

	

BoEan

	

id not feelO. ~w..1d made Securi Index
criteria .

Lead setout by Dallas in March 25, 1963, letter for Dallas to deter-
mine present employment of Oswald and, thereafter, determine whether wife should
be interviewed.

	

hiswas not followe~i~ureufor approximately five months
until 8/21/63 when Dallas was asced about this lea~affer subject arrested in New
Orle2?s for distributing Fair -Play for Cu¢awwrmill~ts: Seat of Government Supvr-

_states additional investigation not conducted until subject
arrested forFair-Playfor u a active

	

inasmuch as he reviewe3investigation and
evaluated that subject was notenga~Kin~Kinactivities inimical to th e United States . -'

ztes ai.d not feel inte j_v_iew of suolect svwi

	

rrted anddi

	

feel
czse shou d be reopened at Bureau on 3-25

_
~63

	

erelyto. .foll
a
owDallasre considerat

_of inkerviP,y;gn}c~ife

	

advised he did not feel subject's activiHTscame
withiri purview of SI cr tezia_
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It will also be noted that stop placed against subjectin Identification
r Division which was removedbon10/9/63 after sub)ect arrested ise NewOrleans for Fair Play for Cuba Committee on 8/W63.0yC

	

advised stop
wasplaced in event subject returned from Russia under an assumed name and
was inadvertently not removed by :iiin on 9/7/152 when case closed. Inspector feels

in error in removing stop on subjectyMent on10a/63,-particularly

1

~I
_a ter arrest on 8/9763 for Fair Play for Cuba Committee activik.inNew Orleans.
'Nemig-ItWave'missed further arrestswifhoUT_o inrdznt. Inspector alsofeels
Gheesling err2E1u1 not nav.ng zddit onalinvestigation conducte

	

hen subject
returned to Uni,edStates

	

ri~~'sIi:.

	

~roag iznoriiavmg subjectplaced on ST .

' Instant case supervised at Seat of Government by Nationalities
Intelligence Section regarding Fair Play for Cuba aspects and the Espionage

i-Section regarding defection aspects and contact with_ Soviet Embassy in ble_zco.
neatofGovernment Supervisor - ~

	

" -

	

-~

	

- supervised the. . FairPlay
for Cuba aspects 61t_,is case f:cpi__8/i6until 1Ji 3i/63, ' Hefailed to . age_0;~~_slcj.
;put on tin SI in spite of considerable Fair Plav_for,--_Cuba activitycou,)led wit'n soviet
~3daEectioz_bac==; :ouaa.~Ine_ lanation he claims Fe-didnot feel Oswaldmetcriteria
Elfor i.clu sion on

lJ

	

-Secret- 4



On 110z63 Central Intelligence_Qgancv (,CLA) sent teletype to
1

	

Bureau ~.

	

-_'_

	

This
77i

	

I was rout . to '

	

o: tie Eso onage section to whom
cash Then ass~~zie

	

Tr-om

	

3sane for file and too:; no action.

	

By cabieoa_m
10/18763"ieat,Mexico City, advisedthey recaive3insznt information that day
from CLA, Mexico City.

	

Legat as%ed Bureau to send partinent background to
Mexico City and advise interested offices.

	

10/18/63 caalegra ."n received Bureau
Saturday 10/19/63 b-

	

1 .1 ;11 11 19

	

and reply not made to Mexico
City until Tuesday P. DA ., 10/22/63 .

	

Linton advised he routed this material
with

-in
file

p_r

	

to

	

andconferred with

	

on 10/21/63 .

	

States because of
u

	

essure of the other work on

	

dest',

	

prepared outgoing communi-
cation for Medco City, New Orleans, and Washington Field Office on 10/22/63 .

~ ..

	

.a e:cplains he did not consider Oswald for SI at that time because he did not feel
Oswald _net criteria .

	

Inspector feels

	

s-hare3 in responsibility for delay in
i

	

answering Leois cablegram of 10/18/63 and is in error for not having Oswald on

Me~-o for "sir . Tolson
Re :

	

Lee Barvay Oswald
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i

	

$yOrSu.tl_arv; sor tif failed-to tare an action on Cry teletype
~' 1010/633

Leg-at by cableg:sn 10/18/63 :
raceiva

	

data from CIA, 4ylexico

	

and had to as% Bureau for background
information and tell Buzeau to advise interested offices .

	

Inspector feels
should Nave done tiis on 10/10/53 and also instructed fieldto intensify investigation

I
I in!i; !=.of Oswat_.;'s-onta_ctin ; so-ri~~moassy,

	

'
._

	

' also `ailed to
put subject on ST, statin; he aid got feel Oswald "let c_=e-

	

-'

	

se-:--~
~ ~ that 3it:Ipuah Case 3SSlgR-d to him since :0,7IQ!o3 a-1 d not review file-1z%iA

aft--r assassination stating i-=ha3 ganeral idea of oac:,;-oz3 0° ca;~ .

	

He explained
' Ithat his preoccupation with Dunlap Espiona7e Case _precluded his revievving complete

{file.

	

Se_ c _lion Chiei '=	notover-assi,neI

	

Durmg
October,

	

' supervising 104 cases with voluntary overtime 2'3=". IVst3nt
case would have required approximately one to two hou= s to cornple=eiy ravie ±.

"

	

h- e -_c_asz~in_\ewOr'_eaa-`_ro L7 18/63. ,h7o.
I report submitted until 10I31Lo3~ Burea~L.no a3 -~isad ::atil r po-t of 10, 31/63,
j c_`~a_t ~sw21d_vro~2 t_o 11he Wori;a,.:_oci.iane_10,!`3i3, requesting literature to

ssiisthim in estabtis~iing Fuir Play for Cuba Committee in'de ".v Orleans, and seat
honorary .memba :-ship cards for Ben Davis and ,sue BaL.

	

Kaac>advised that
~~ althou~fh roves:igativa gariod extended from 7/23 through IQ/25/63, confimlous

attant_oa was afforded this cash .

/su?e:visad case -L-id s:iares resportsib Mity for delay
in advis ; n'- Bureau ; also failed io out on_

	

recuri
.
cy Irda_c, sayin- they did not fee' s::'),

~,'

	

-met c;iteia,

	

=__. . -..



,Memo for Mr_ Tolson
Re : Lee Harvey Os ",vald

OBSERVATIONS:

As indicated above, there were a number of investigative and-.-
report i.^T delinquencies in the handling o_ th°_ Oswald case .

	

Oswald should have
beea on the Security Index; his wife should have been interviewed beior

-
e Lhaan

on atioA,~aiin.~siigat

	

.n~ensified - no2heldin abeyance - after Oswald
contacted Soviet Embassy in Mexico .

	

Itwas hanc led by two dilf e^eut Sections in the
!Domestic Intelirace-iv_isi_onj. e.

	

Nationa_ties Intel

	

and_ soiona~e .
t`?Jhiie S ,ction Chiefs ~

	

'

	

did not see ins zat file_or participate
~ I_g the supervision of this case, it is felt thatt1aey_La ve certainover-a ll resaon-ibility
'' =o .

	

rooerl

	

indoctrinating and training subordinate suoervisorv personnel an

	

snou d
Ilbe censures	Thisalso aoulied to Inso_ector ;-	who heads th2Esri,4na..
,IReseaxca Branch, and Assistant l2irecto°

Likewise

	

assigned Dallas -until 4~14.L6 3and_-a
assigned Dallas since

	

22/63, didnot_naxaaa�_gouo1t ni

	

to reAew
inst=- . filg, .However, it is f°̂~t thaLti2zJ~a~eav°_r-a11 r=s~onsibility for gron e__ly_
.ralni gg_and indoctrinating subord in ate personnel and should be censured.

Concerning the administrative action recommended hereinafter, there
is the possibility that the ?residential Commission investigating instant matter
r~ffl subpoena the investigating Agents. If this occurs, the possibility then exists

' -hat

	

Agents _nay be questioned concerning whether adininstrative action had beenfj -
_a,cen against them, . However, it is felt these possibilities ar_ suf~iciently remote

, I :I .̂at .̀ .jrecom.nended action should go forward at this tike .

	

It appears unlikely at ,
-hs)t__e that the Commiss'on:s subpoena_'_

	

wouldgc~my-i to the Agent level.

(Veteran), Dallas - Censure and probation
i'or inadequate investigation includin g earlier inter4 ew of Oswald's wife, delayed

I reporting, falure'to~put subject on Security Index, and for holding investigation in
abeyz .̂ce alter being in recelpt of information that subject had been in contact with
Soviet Embassy, Mexico City . . If approved, to be handled by the Administrative

I j Division .
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Memo for- Mr . Tolson
Re : Lee Harvey Oswald : i

a
2.

	

Field Supervisor

	

(Nonveteran), Dallas -
Censure and probation. for failing to insure that case :pore fully investigated and
reported, for not placing sub;ect on the Security Index and for concurring in
decision to hold investigation in abeyance .

	

If approved, to be handled by the
Administrative Division .

rl ri

G'
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03.

	

(Veteran), Dallas - Censure for failing
to have Oswald case reopened alter Dallas informed that he subscribed to "The
Worker," east coast Communist ne -:vspaper, 9/23/62. If approved, to be handled
by th

	

Administrative Division.

04.

	

,Veteran), NewYork - Censure for

l
ailing to promptly disseminate Fair ?lay for Cuba information to Dallas concerning
sub ect Oswald .

	

If approved, to be handled by the Administrativ

	

Division .
n .? ;'+

0*5.

	

- (Veteran), New York - Censure for failure to
Iinsure that Fair Play for Cuba information concerning Oswald moi-e promptly
disseminated to Dallas . If approved, to be handled by the ActninisYrativa Division

~~ ~~%!s-GCr~s~fLrrCr i



lleircrandu:n for Mr . T(

	

on
Re: Lee Harvey Oswald

..k

	

y<<~
o" .

	

(Nonveteran), Ne\vOrleans - Ceasare-fot delayed
repartin-x and failure to p,lt on Security Index.

	

If aporovad, to be handled by the
Administrative Division .

	

-

7.

	

both Nonveteran)
in San Francisco - -

	

in Dallas) - Censure for over=all responsibility
in this matter. If approved, Administrative Division to handle.

8.

	

(Nonvetaran), New Orleans - Censure \ '
for failing, to insure that there was nc delay in reporting this matter and for
failin, to put subject on the Security Index.
n/) 0
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09.

	

Seat of Government

	

(Veteran) -
Censure and probation for failing to instruct the field to conduct background
investi.-ation concerning Oswald, upon Oswald's return from Russia ; failing to have
Oswald's wife 1~terviewed ; also for removing stop on Oswald in Ident on 10/ 9/03 ;
faiIin, to put Oswald on Security Index and for not reopening Bureau file to
follow on Dallas after Dallas sent out letter on 3,.'25/03 to consider interview of .
Oswald's %9ife .

	

If approved, -to be handled by the Administrative Division .

- 8
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Me,uo 'or .:Ir. To.'son
Re : Lee Harvey Oswald

b

	

c :ivk10-

	

Seat of Government Supervisor

	

(nonvafe-an) -
ICensure and probation nor fai ling to t21ce action on CIA teletype 10/10/63 ; failing to
' co ..1pieteiy re+iew file until after assassination; fa1ing to instruct field to press

~~ more vigorously after, subject made contact with Soviet Embassy, Mexico, and
filure to have sdoject placed on Security lades.

	

If approved, to be handled by the
Administrative Division .,

r -,G''

f

D ll . Seat of Government Supervisor

	

(Veteran) -
~Censure for failing to place Osivald on Security Index, in . spite of considerable Fair
,Play for Cuba Committee activity coupled with previous Soviet defection background .

m` nJ1 ^ia'.

	

~ i 'i. . l

012 .

	

Seat of Government Suerviso :

	

(Veteran) -
I

	

Censure for delay in handling incoming 10/-'18/63 cable,;-m from Mexico City and
for not puttLn .g subject on Security Index.

ensure for over-all responsibility in this
matter',,'..

SEEADDENDUM ON PAGE 11



'or .Ir. Tolson
Re : Lee Harvey Oswald

With respect to the individuals listed above -,,,,ho are veterans,
they have had more than a year of Bureau :service .

	

Accordingly, they s:iould
be entitled to 30 days' written notice in the event they s:iould be involuntarily separate
reduced in grade or salary or suspended for more than 30 days.

	

They would also
have a right of appeal to the Civil Service- Commission for any of these actions.

Statement; of. the following individ-:als are attached :

well as statements of the personnal involved who are assigned
to the Da!las Office.

	

In addition, copies of e:mianations of Lundquist and Hoed are
attac.ed.

	

,

v



Memorandum Mr . Gale to Mr . Tolson
Re : LEE HARVEY OSWALD

INTERNAL SECURITY - R

ADDENDUM:

	

C. D. DeLoach:hif

	

12/10/63

I recommend that the suggested disciplinary action be held in abeyance
luntil the findings of the Presidential Commission have been made public .

	

This
action is recommended inasmuch as any "leak" to the general public, or particularly
to the communications media, concerning the FBI taking disciplinary action against
its personnel with respect to captioned matter would be assumed as a direct admis-
sion that we are responsible for negligence which might have resulted in the
assassination of the President.

	

At the present time there are so many wild rumors,
gossip, and speculation that even the slightest hint to outsiders concerning disciplinary
action of this nature would result in considerable adverse reaction against the FBI.
I do not believe that any of our personnel will be subpoenaed .

	

Chief Justice Warren
has indicated he plans to issue no subpoenaes .

	

There is, however, the possibility
1 that the public will learn of disciplinary action being taken against our personnel
I and, therefore, start a bad, unjustifiable reaction .
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ADD$.+MMI (AHB :csh) ,12/10/63 :
t is significant to note that all of the supervisors an

officials who came into contact with this case at t e seat o govern-

	

1

!~m

	

-:::is well as agen s in the

	

ie

	

are unanimous in t-he_onin that ,

f , Oswald did not meet the criteria for the Security- Indent,

	

If thisis
so, it would appear-ttiaf"Yhe criteria are not su_lcieltly specific to
include a case such as Oswald's and, ratherthan take the position that - "

; all of these employees were mistaken in their judgment, the c~`i ear a-

	

.j
] s ou

	

De c

	

~

	

..

	

i

	

aow been recommended by Assistant Director

	

'
` ;

Aside from the above, Z agreeth 1L-. D



41A72 0-79 -34(Vm . 3)

V~t -
-OW.77
Ma'.g055N _ .
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Chairman STOKES . Do you also want it displayed?
Mr . GENZMAN. No.
Mr. Gale, can you identify JFK exhibit F-460?
Mr. GALE. Yes, JFK exhibit F-460 is a memorandum which I

prepared on December 10, 1963, to Mr. Tolson, who is the associate
director .
Mr. GENZMAN. What was the subject of this memorandum?
Mr. GALE. The subject matter was Lee Harvey Oswald, Internal

Security-R .
Mr. GENZMAN. What does the "R" denote?
Mr. GALE. Russian .
Mr. GENZMAN. Can you identify the distinctive handwriting

which appears throughout JFK exhibit F-460; on page 3, for in-
stance?
Mr. GALE. On page 3, there are several handwriting statements

which were made in the handwriting of J . Edgar Hoover .
Mr. GENZMAN. Thank you .
Mr. Gale, why did you write this report?
Mr. GALE. The day after the President was assassinated, Mr.

Hoover called me into his office and told me that undoubtedly a
commission would be appointed to check into all facets of the
assassination of the President and he indicated that he wanted us,
wanted me, to make a thorough scrutiny of all the material which
we had on Lee Harvey Oswald to determine whether we had prop-
erly fulfilled all of our investigative responsibilities and to make
any necessary changes in our procedures regarding the handling of
cases of this type .
Mr. GENZMAN. Would you read aloud the first paragraph of this

report?
Mr. GALE .
Director instructed that complete analysis be made of any investigative deficien-

cies in the Oswald case, an analysis made concerning any necessary changes in our
procedures; re, handling cases of this type . An analysis, re, procedure changes and
dissemination policies handled separately.
Mr. GENZMAN. Does this paragraph adequately reflect the pur-

pose of this report?
Mr. GALE. I think it does.
Mr. GENZMAN. How did you investigate the handling of the

Oswald security case?
Mr. GALE. The first thing I did was pull all the files that we had

down at the seat of Government. I made a thorough review of all
the material which we had on Lee Harvey Oswald, all the cases,
investigative cases thast we had opened on him.

I thereafter interviewed certain personnel in the Internal Secu-
rity Division, and I also sent out teletypes and made telephone
calls to various field offices which were involved to obtain explana-
tion from pertinent personnel as to what were considered as possi-
ble deficiencies in the investigation of Lee Harvey Oswald prior to
the assassination .
Mr. GENZMAN. Did you travel to any FBI field offices?
Mr. GALE. No, I did not.
Mr. GENZMAN. Were the steps which you undertook adequate for

this type of investigation?
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Mr. GALE. The steps which I took, in my judgment, were definite-

ly adequate, and fulfilled the purpose of this investigation .
Mr. GENZMAN . What conclusions did you reach as a result of

your investigation?
Mr. GALE. I reached conclusions that there were certain investi-

gative and reporting delinquencies in the investigation for which
administrative action should be taken against the responsible per-
sonnel .
Mr . GENZMAN. Directing your attention to page 6, would you

read the second sentence?
Mr. GALE. "As indicated above, there were a number"--
Mr. GENZMAN. The second sentence, Mr. Gale .
Mr. GALE [continuing] . "Oswald should have been on the security

index . His wife should have been interviewed before the assassina-
tion and investigation intensified, not held in abeyance, after
Oswald contacted Soviet Embassy in Mexico."
Mr. GENZMAN. Does this sentence adequately summarize your

conclusions?
Mr. GALE. Yes, it does .
Mr. GENZMAN. Did J . Edgar Hoover agree with your conclusions?
Mr. GALE. Yes, he did .
Mr. GENZMAN. Directing your attention to page 3, can you find

any indications there that Mr. Hoover agreed with you?
Mr. GALE. He made several observations concerning excuses

made by Dallas personnel that they had not interviewed Mrs. Lee
Harvey Oswald. "Oswald had been drinking to excess and beat up
his wife on several occasions. The agent indicated there should be a
60-day cooling-off period and Mr. Hoover said that was certainly an
asinine excuse."
Mr. GENZMAN. Are you reading his handwriting?
Mr. GALE. Yes, I am.
Mr. GENZMAN. Continue, please .
Mr. GALE. "And also after Oswald returned from Dallas, no

interview was conducted of Mr. Oswald because they said that they
were trying to avoid giving the impression that she was being
harassed or hounded because of her immigrant status."

In order that the interview when conducted might be as produc-
tive as possible, Mr. Hoover said I just don't understand such
solicitude . Then I indicated I felt this entire facet of the investiga-
tion was mishandled . I felt that Mrs. Oswald definitely should have
been interviewed, and I felt the best time to get information from
her was after she had been beaten up by her husband . It was felt
she was far more likely to cooperate when she was angry at
Oswald than otherwise, and Mr. Hoover indicated this certainly
made sense .
Mr. GENZMAN. Mr. Gale, earlier you testified that Lee Harvey

Oswald should have been on the security index . What is the secu-
rity index?
Mr. GALE. The security index was a list of names of individuals

who are participants in activities of subversive organizations, had
anarchist or revolutionary beliefs, and were likely to seize upon the
opportunity presented by a national emergency to endanger the
public safety, as shown by overt acts or statements within the last
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3 years established through reliable sources, informants or individ-
uals .
Mr. GENZMAN . Directing your attention to the last paragraph on

page 1, would you read that paragraph?
Mr. GALE . Field and seat of government employees who handle

instant case maintain subject did not come within the security
index criteria . Inspector does not agree claiming that Oswald came
within the following category . Investigation has developed informa-
tion that individual, though not a member of or participant in the
activities of subversive organizations, has anarchist or revolution-
ary beliefs and is likely to seize upon the opportunity presented by
a national emergency to endanger the public safety as shown by
overt acts or statements within the last 3 years established through
reliable sources, informants or individuals .
Mr. GENZMAN. Why did you think Oswald came within this

category?
Mr. GALE. I felt that Oswald came within this category because

of his contact with the Fair Play for Cuba Committee . He passed
out pamphlets ; had a placard around his neck reading "Hands off,
viva Fidel." He had also engaged in certain other activities which I
felt came within the purview of the security index . He defected to
Russia . He stated he would never return to the United States for
any reason . He stated that he was a Marxist and had advised the
Department of State that he would furnish the Soviets any infor-
mation he had acquired as a Marine aviation electronics expert .
He also affirmed in writing allegiance to the Soviet Union and

said the service in the Marine Corps gave him a chance to observe
American imperialism . According to the State Department, he dis-
played the air of a new "sophomore" party liner at the time .
Upon returning to the United States, he displayed a cold, arro-

gant, and generally uncooperative attitude and refused to take the
Bureau polygraph test to determine if he had cooperated with the
Soviets or had a current intelligence assignment.
And he also subscribed to the Worker, east coast Communist

newspaper, and he had also written a letter to the Worker asking
for literature saying that he was forming a Fair Play for Cuba
Committee in New Orleans and he sent honorary membership to
those fighters for peace, Mr. Gus Hall and Mr. Ben Davis and he
was arrested August 9, 1963, for passing out Fair Play for Cuba
pamphlets on the street, and shortly thereafter, he was interviewed
on radio and said Russia had gone soft on Communism and that
Cuba was the only revolutionary country in the world today.

So, for those reasons, I felt he should be on the security index.
Mr. GENZMAN. Thank you .
Did J . Edgar Hoover agree with you that Oswald met the criteria

of the security index?
Mr. GALE. Yes, he did .
Mr. GENZMAN. Directing your attention to the routing slip fol-

lowing page 11, can you find any indication there of Mr. Hoover's
position? It is the last page .
Mr. GALE . Frankly, the copy I have here, I could read Mr. Hoo-

ver's handwriting very well on an original copy, but the handwrit-
ing here is such that I am having a difficult time reading it .
Mr . GENZMAN. Let me read it, correct me if I am wrong .
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"If the English language means anything, it certainly included a

character like Oswald," at the bottom of the page .
Mr. GALE. Yes, I think that's correct .
Mr. GENZMAN. Did the FBI supervisors and field agents who

were actually involved in the Oswald security case think that
Oswald met the security index criteria?
Mr. GALE . No, they did not .
Mr. GENZMAN. None of them did?
Mr. GALE. None admitted to me that he did. Of course, if he did,

then it would not be a very wise thing for them to do probably
because it would be self-serving ; it was self-serving for them to
maintain that he should not be on the security index because if he
should be on the security index and was not, then, of course, they
were culpable of not having put him on the security index.
Mr. GENZMAN. What would have been the result if Oswald had

been on the security index?
Mr. GALE. I don't think it would have had any result insofar as

the assassination was concerned . I don't think it would have pre-
vented the assassination. I don't think it would have had any
material effect insofar as the assassination was concerned at all . It
was an internal error . They did not have him on there, and I felt
he definitely met that criteria and that he should have been on
there .
Mr. GENZMAN. Based on your findings, what recommendations

did you make?
Mr. GALE. I made recommendations for certain administrative

action against the agents involved for the different investigative
and reporting delays .
Mr. GENZMAN. How many employees at the FBI were disci-

plined?
Mr. GALE . There were 17 employees disciplined as a result of my

inquiry .
Mr. GENZMAN. Did these 17 employees include supervisors as

well as field agents?
Mr. GALE. Yes, they did .
Mr. GENZMAN. Can you explain how they were disciplined in

general terms?
Mr. GALE. Some were censured and some were censured and put

on probation .
Mr. GENZMAN. Were any employees suspended or transferred at

this time .
Mr. GALE. Not to my recollection.
Mr. GENZMAN. Directing your attention to page 6, would you

read the middle paragraph, beginning with the word "concerning"?
Mr. GALE . Concerning the administrative action recommended

hereinafter, there is a possibility the Presidential Commission in-
vestigating instant matter will subpena the investigating agents . If
this occurs, the possibility then exists the agents may be questioned
concerning whether administrative action had been taken against
them.
However, it is felt these potentialities are sufficiently remote, that the recom-

mended action should go forward at this time . It appears unlikely at this time that
the commission subpena would go down to an agent level .
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Mr. GENZMAN. Would you explain what you meant in this para-
graph?
Mr. GALE. What I meant was that it was unlikely that any of the

agents would be subpenaed by the Commission�
Mr. GENZMAN. By the Warren Commission?
Mr. GALE [continuing] . By the Warren Commission and there

was considerable feeling among some people in the Bureau that the
administrative action should not be taken at this time for fear of
the fact that it might come out publicly, and I was opposed to that .

I felt the administrative action should be taken and Mr. Hoover
agreed that this matter should not be overlooked nor administra-
tive action postponed .
Mr . GENZMAN. Are you reading from his handwriting below the

paragraph?
Mr. GALE . I am interpolating that .
Mr. GENZMAN. Thank you .
Mr . GALE . I can't read the copy I have .
Mr . GENZMAN. Would you explain again why you were concerned

about this information getting to the Warren Commission?
Mr. GALE . I said here that there is a possibility the Presidential

Commission investigating instant matter will subpena the investi-
gating agent . If this happens, the possibility then exists that the
agents may be questioned concerning whether administrative
action had been taken against them .
However, whether the Commission would subpena him and they

would testify to that or not, I still felt they should be disciplined .
Mr. GENZMAN. Mr. Chairman, at this time, I would ask that the

exhibit marked as JFK F-461 be entered into the record .
Chairman STOKES . Without objection, it may be entered into the

record .
[The above-referred-to exhibit, JFK F-461, follows :]
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DALLAS

aA~~ : September 30, 1964

With regard to VJarren Commission report Director noted, "I want this '
carefully reviewed as pertains to FBIshortcomings by Gale . Chapter 8 tears us to
?feces. Also I want memo of what we have done to plug our gaps .

	

Ialso want to make
certain we check and m2.e certain proper disciplinary action has Usen taken against
ose responsible forderelfctfons charged tows".

Men:) rardum dated December 10, 1953, Mr . Gate to Mr. Tolson, zecommendec
tha following administrative action, which was approved, as a result of a review of
Oswalci's file by Inspedtor'which reflected serious shortcomings :

1 .

	

(Veteran) - Censure and probation for inadequate
nvestiga.tion including failure to interview Oswald's wife until after assassination, 88a,'
reporting, :failure to put subject on Security Index, and for holding investigation in abey
ance after being in receipt of information that subject had been in contact with Soviet
Embassy, Mexico City .

2.

	

Field Supervisor - '

	

_

	

Nonveteran} - Censure and probation
'o-, fail :n- to insure that case more fully fiivestirted and reported, for not phciro
subject on the Security Index and for concurring. in decision to hold investigation in
abeyance .

Veteran) - Censure for fling to have Oswald case3.
reopened afterDallas informed that he subscribed to "The Worker, 11 east coast

\onveterar.) - Censure for over-all responsibility

row in San Francisco) (Nonveteran) - Censure for
over-all rdsponsibiity in this matter .

	

' ' '
-

	

- NEW`YORK

-1_

	

(Veteran) - Censure forfa:iing to nroniptty disserrira
Fh.ir P1 ::y for Cuba information to Dallas concerning subject Oswald.

	

,

2. .

	

V..teran) - Censure for failure to insure that Fair

	

-

	

'

Pray for Cuba :n:orr:~uon concerning Oswnld more p:on:pc.y d±ssemmated to D.Llls.

JHG:wtt7j (Q
1 - Mr . Callahla'

	

,^~,w,~�., :u
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NEW ORLEANS

1.

	

(Nonveteran) - Censure for delayed reporting and failure
to nut on Security Index. 4atIJECOM is now retired.

v

2. _

	

-

	

(:Nonveteran) - Censure for failing to insure that
there was no delay in reporting this matter and for failing to put subject or. the Security
Index.

SEAT OF GOVERNiVIE?y'T

1.

	

(Veteran) - Censure and probation for
failing to instruct the field to conduct background investigation concerning Oswald, upon.
Oswald's return from Russia; failing to have Oswald's wife interviewed; also for
removing stop on Oswald in Ident on 10/9/63; failing to put Oswald on Security Index
and for not reopening Bureau file to follow on Dallas after Dallas sent out letter on

	

-
3/25/63 to consider -interview of Oswald's wife .

2.

	

-

	

(N"onveteran) - Censure and probation for '
failing to ta::e action on CIA teletypel0/10/63 ; failing to completely review file until aft
assassination; failing to instruct field to press more vigorously after subject made
conL:ct tsith Soviet Embassy, Mexico, and failure to have subject placed on Security In.

3.

	

Veteran) - Censure'for failing to plat¢
Oswald on , Security Index, in spite of considerable Fair Play for Cuba Committee

	

. .
activity -coupled with previous Soviet defection background.

.i

Censure for delay t handling
incoming 10/18/63 cablegram from l:ie,ci.co City and for not putting subject on Security
Ladex .

over-a- responsibility in this -matter .

The..C&nmiss "on has no:;set forth in a Very damning manner some of the.-
same

	

;veaimesses for whica ve_

	

previously disciplined our personnel such as
lack of vigorous investigation after we had established that Oswald visited the Soviet
Embassy in Mexico . The Commission specifically cticizes "

	

for not maid
more vigorous efforts to locate and interview Oswald reordvng

	

ned matters and
Lnspec'o ,, 'eels this criticism certainly is valid.

	

testified that certain infor:nat
furrds ; ::d by New Yorl - on Oswald's contact with the Fair Play for Cuba Committee yr

"stale" ,-:hen he received it and this statement is set forth in the Commission's repcr

.i As ind~catcd above, a New Yo:- 'z Agent and Supervisor were censured for this delay.
cc-taialy s ould net YLve testified that infcrrsatioa from New York was "stale .'

i

	

tes'Lied concerning ids faii;:re to cen~ct invest :^at:on front November 5, 1963
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r
i

until after whe assassi,ation .

	

stated that on November . l, 1963, he received a
copy o f : :e New Orleans report which reflected that Oswalci had given false biographic
i.fortnat :on and

	

stated he knew he would eventually have to investibate this and
was "quite interested in determining the nature of his contact with the Soviet Embassy
in Mexico City . " Y. -hen asked ..;hat his nest step would have been!,

	

replied:

."Well, as I had previously stated, I have between 25 and 40 cases
assigned to me it any one time .

	

I had other matters to take care
of .

	

Ihad now established that Lee Oswald was not employed in a.
sensitive industry .

	

Ican row afford to wait until New Orleans
forwarded the necessary papers to me to show me I now had all
the information.

	

It was then my plan to interview Marina OsNvald
in detail concerning both herself and her husband's background.

"Q . Had you planned any steps beyond that point?

"A.

	

No.

	

Iwould have to wait until I had talked to Marina to see
what I could determine, and from there I could make my plans.

"Q . Did you take any action on this case between November 5 and
November 22?

No, sir. "

When questioned by Commission concerning why he did not disseminate- the

information on Oswaldto Secret Service,a

	

. testified'.^_e interpreted his instructipn:
as requiring some indication that the person planned to take some action against the

safety of the President or Vice President before making such dissemination.

	

He
estified he participated in transmitting two pieces of information to Secret Service

pertaining to President's visit.

	

He further stated he did not realize the motorcade

would pass the Texas School Boolc Depository Building .

	

He testified he did not read

the ne%vspaper artaele describing the motorcade route in detail since he was innteeested

only in the facfthat the motorcade was coming .up main street "where maybe I could

,,vratch it if I hada chance ." Inspector feels that',

	

.testir,ony as quoted in the

Commission report makes the FBI look ridiculous and definitely hints our public imag

or effciency .

	

If we had made a proper investigation of Oswald we vauld not have

been so vulnerable .
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\Ienno for :dr. Tolson

	

`
Re: ~ee Harvey C.svald

In connection with interview of VIrs . Ruth Paink or. November. 1 and 5, 1903,
the Commission indicates that Mrs . Paine advised a Bureau Agent that she did not
know OswLld°s address .

	

Siie was not asked nor did she volunteer Oswald's telephone
number, which she did know.

	

The Commission intimates that Agent should have
asked her specifically re phone number so Oswal~ls current residence could be locat .
This interview was conducted by.9000-12W !>

	

advised lie did not ask
hors . Paine re Oswald'.s telephone number inasmuch as Mrs. Paine informedZ'
she did not know Oswald! s address or howhe could be located.

	

Inspector feels
should have bejjn more specific in his interrogation and asked Mrs. Paine if she had
Os ":rald's telephone number .

also testified that conditions in the Dallas police station- at time of
detention and interrogation of Oswald were "not too much unlike Grand Central
Station at rush hour, maybe li ::e the Yankee Stadium during the World Series games.
It is questionable whether

	

should have described conditions in such an
editorializing and flamboyant manner but rather should have indicated conditions
were crowded and if called upon to give an esti .late of howmany people were
located therein, to give said estimate .

The Cor_mission's report reflects that after the assassination a number of
boxes which appeared to be used as a gua rest by Oswald in the Texas School Book
Depository Bui!dilg were processed for fingerprints by both the Dallas Police
Department

	

FBI. Some of Oswald's prigs were found thereon, but the
Comm=ission noted that "most of 'he prints were found to have been placed on 'lie
carton by an FBI Clerlr and a Dallas Police O:ficer a°:er the carton had been process
with powder by the Dallas police." Special Agent 11

	

'

	

advised he
instructed

	

that the cardboard boxes were evidence, had
to be processed for iirgerprints, and under no circumstances was he to touch
them_ with his bare hands in wrapping same so

	

ould personally
carry them to the Bureau . -

	

denies

	

told him to wear gloves or any cover-
Cleric'Fe

	

and states he is well aware that his haa"Id
are not to come in contact with evidence to be exa-pined for fing sprints. -130
advised he iias never previously wrapped original evidence but only evidence package
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t
Re : 'Lee Harvey Os%vald -

w;iich '.ad been orer--led vrith evidence sticker by Agents . He states instant pack.-
,e-did not } :_ve any label ind:catin ; it was goiig to the Latent Fingerprint Section and
only information he had ".vas that it was to be handcarried to Dureau headquarters .
Inspector feels Special Agent

	

culpable for not more closely handling and
supervising this matter to insure that the Clerk's flngerprints were not placed on the
evidence, particularly in view of the importance of this case .

. The Commission report indicates that we did not have a stop on Oswald's
passport with the Department of State and did not know Oswald applied for a passport
in June, 1963, to travel to Western European countries, Soviet Union, Finland and
Poland.

	

This is another specific example of how this case was improperly investigai
The same personnel are responsible for this example as were previously criticized
for not using appropriate techniques and making a more vigorous and thorough invest
gation, to determine_ with whom Oswald incontact or whither he had intelligence
assi7_ _ =_a

The Bureau by letter to t7'& Co mission indicated that the
facts did not vmrrant pacing a stop on the passport as our investigation disclosed no
evidence that Cswald was acting undar the instructions or on behalf of any foreign
Govermnent or instrumentality thereof.

	

Inspector feels it was proper at that time
to tal:e this "public" position .

	

Ho "vever, it is felt that with Oswald's background we
should have had a stop on his passport, particularly since we did lot know definitely
whether' or not he had any intelligence assignments at that time .

The Commission has criticized the FBI for taking too restrictive a view of
its responsibilities in preventive intelligence work and that even though there were r
Secret Service criteria which specifically requested the referral of Oswald's case
nor was there any requirement to report the names of detectors, there was much
material :n the hands of the FBi about Oswald, the 1:nowledge of his defection, his
arro;ance and hostility to the United States, his pro-Castro tendencies, his lies
when interro.;ated by the FBI, his trip to Mexico, and his presence in the school bo(
depository job end its location on the route of the motorcade which should have been
enough to induce an alert agency, such as the FBI, to list Oswald as a potential thre
to the safety of the President.

0BSEERVATIO\S:

\;'e previously took administrative action. against those responsible for the
invest ;hive shortcomings in this case some of which

	

were brought out by the

Co : ::c:assion.

	

It is felt that it is appropriate at this tire to consider further

ad~n:n-tzative action against those pririarily culpable for the derelictions in this

case ~ : : .iclt ha-,e now had the effect of publicly enlbarrassi-l.tire Bureau .

	

it is felt

that SA ` Hosty ^_ ., tile primary iavesti,ative responsibility in this case,

the p:

	

ry field supervisory responsibility, and Special Agents

	

.
y

	

the primary Bureau supervisory responsibility.
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L,_e : _r~,ey Oswald

"

	

I is also felt that the information on Os~*rald should~:ave been disseminated

	

-
to t'-e S2crct Service.

	

Oswald should have been on the Security Index but was not.
L. this rc~;ard it appears that prior to the assassination we were unduly restrictive L1 n
ma!d ..̂~ a";a :=ble the nar.` s of Securiy Index subjects to Secret Service.

	

It is felt
t'-at Inns lector

	

who has off or-all charge of the Security Index in the
Doraest:c Intelligence Division, should be censured for not having sufficient imagination
and feresi ,.t to initiate action to havesuch material disseminated to Secret Service.
It is likewise felt Assistant to the Director

	

should be censured for
the same reason as ;-*soft as well as for his-over-all responsibility in the entire
matter.

RECC- .-. =SDA`I'IONS:

1.

	

SA

	

""~

	

(Veteran), Dallas, be censured, placed on probat
anal sas-:_cdad for 30 days for his derelictions in this mat-ier.

	

(As noted above, he was
censured a.-.d put on probation in December, 1933, and removed 3/25104 .

	

He was orde
~ansferred from Dallas 9/23/64.) If approved, to b' handled by the Administrative

In regard to°

	

the Director said, "I want

	

case shown the Civil
Service Board since he is .a veteran and ascertain whether they will sustain a dismissal
since his derelictions have now publicly disgraced the Bureau." The Administrative
D_rsio- l:as thoroughly explored this case with its Civil Service Commission (CSC)
contact, E. H. Bechtold, head of the Veterans Service Staff.

	

Bechtold feels in all
probability we would not be sustained.

	

In his view,

	

main offense is his mis-
h=.n" iig or the Oswald investigation, and that this is the only possible basis for a SUCCG
ful adze :se action a:~i7st

	

However,

	

was censured and placed on probatic
L/13/o3 for his oossly inadequate investigation of the case .

	

Bechtold said to take
zcticn a

	

`nst wagis for such offense would clace4

	

in double ieonarc%r .

	

He
said CSC has always ruled that after administrative action has once been taken, the sar
offense ca-hot serve over again as the basis for further action . He considers it very

.. ._t tae after-acquired bad publicity would persuade CSC to depart from this
precedent.

	

.
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2. SA ~' (Nonveteran), Dallas - Censure, Probation and
'nom his office of preference for failing to insure that case more fully

i-*1-2s' ,atcd and reported, for not p_cing subject on the Security Index and for
is decision to hold inwesti~;ation in abc;aace.

	

(It will be noted t1L.t
�_s

	

from supervisory duties on 4/9/64 a- a result of his derelictions in the
Os~;a'^, .-se .)

	

li approved, to be handled by the :.

	

ninist:adive Division .
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l
- .. . Lce Farvey Os~.'aid

	

.

3.

	

_

	

(Veteran), Dallas - Censure) and probation for fai lin,
to :lave Osvald caso reopened after Dallas unformed that he subscribed to "The Work.:
east coast Communist newspaper, 9/23/62.

	

If approved, to be handled by the
Adminstrative Division :

	

'

4,

	

'I

	

(Veteran), - Domestic Tntelligence Division - Censure
proba' ion, and transfer to the field for failing to instruct the field to conduct backsour
investigation concerning Oswald, upon Oswald's return from Russia ; failing to have
Oswald's wife interviewed; also for removing stoo on Oswald in Ident on 10/9/63 ;
.ailing to put Oswald or. Security Index and for not reopening Bureau file to follow
on Dallas after Dallas. sent out letter on 3/25/653 to consider interview of Oswald's wifs
It will be noted that on 4/3/64MI-110MVvras ordered transiarred, because of his
derelictions in the Oswald case, to Indianapolis, which transfer and prospective demo'
from GS-14, to GS-13-were subsequently cancelled in view of the opinion of CSC that
the demotion would not be sustained if he appealed. The CSC opinion was based on its
"double jeopardy" policy above-mentioned in the Hosty Case .

	

It is, therefore,
reccmn:eadad

	

transfer not be accompaa?ed b,, dernotion.

	

Th;s hind of
action was recently t . -en with respect to former-

	

_

	

and
f San Francisco.

	

If approved, to be handled by the

	

''
(Field should be advised nof to use as Supervisor .)Administrative Division .

5.
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(Veteran), Domestic L^itelligence Division -
Censu=e and probation for failing to place Oswald o .̂ Security- Lnde%, in spite of consid
Fan.: Play fob Cuba Committee activity coupled with previous Soviet defection bacl5.o'.
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r
(ti'eterar), Domes"_c L:teL .aercee Division - Censure a;

pro'.:: on for delay L, . . .. .̂dl_

	

incoming 10-13-63 cab'

	

amfrom Mexico City and .
not r

	

.

	

subject on, Security L.de:..

	

It approved to be ?.andleb-j tho Administrativ

IA

	

V/

' 7,

	

`~\onveteran), \ew Ctleans - Censure and continu!
ca o-obazioa for failing to insure that there was no delay in reporting this matter and
for failing to Fiat subject on the Security Index, it being noted he was put on probatioc
result cf the ispection letter dated 6-22-64 for shortcomings detected during the in-
spectioa ei the of-:ice s If approved, to be handled by.the Administrative Division, f

8.

	

(\onvkeraa), Dal?as - Censure and placed on

proht?oa for failing to proper :y 11andle and supervise this matter to insure Chat the
Clerk's fingarpr=is were not paced on the evidence . If approved, to be handled by
the Admiinstrative Division .

9~-

	

P;onvetera, ), Domestic Intelligence Division -
Censure for not exercising su~icient~imagination and foresight to initiate action to
have Security rides material dissemi=ed to Secret Service. If approved, to be
han::'ec by the. Ar~'minstrative Dirsio::.

-s--

10 .

	

(\onveteran) - Censure for
hu

	

in this entire matter .

	

If

	

prro-ied, to be handled-by the
Division .

.N -a-
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1I .

	

era

	

j.

	

. (_ . .,._, .̂), Do ..̂ .estic LztaIIi;ence Division - Censure,
probation, remc~al from Supervisory duty, d=oted from CS-14 to GS-13, a.^,d transfe
to the field for failing to take action on CIr1 teletype l0/10/S3 ; -failir.

	

to completely
review fila until after assassination ; failing to instruct field to press more vigorously
after subject made contact with Soviet Embassy, ','dexico, and failure to have
subject placed our Security Index.

	

If approved, to be hanci'ed by the Adrni~trative
Divisi r

	

A ~

	

~on./,~z

12 .

	

Noaction is being recommended against

	

because he r;
tired as of 5/1/63 which retirement was brought about by his transfer to Springfield a_~
a result of this case .

	

(Transferred V10/64).

13 . No further action being, recommended concernin

oho ",very Lz charge of the Dallas Office during the pertinent period as they have
previcasly been censured for their over-all responsibility and dd not personally see
or har.ele the investigation as it developed prior to assassination.

	

The primary
responsi;3lity for the investigative delincuencies rests with the investigating .'agents
as well as field and Seat of Governent supervisors .

	

Also, no action be taken again.,
-

	

°-

	

, Dallas, for having his fingerprints on the cartons as it is
felt this .vas primary fault of the Anent for not properly overseeing this important
assignment .

14.

	

Action with respect to determining if chases Director ordered in dissen
ing.material concerning Security Index subjects and defectors to Secret Service were
put into effect and are being handled separately as is inquiry re status of new criteri
of Secret Service concerning inforniation to be furnished them .

	

Also being handled
separately is determining whether Security L:dex sufficiently libaral so as to insure
Secret Service receiving names of all individuals who may present a danger to °res`



c
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,1S ._	Nofurther action is being recommended concerning Special Agents
-

	

-

	

'n New York inasmuch as they were
previously censured concerning this matter and they were merely disseminating
information from a1~" where they obtained andp otcgraphed approximately
200 pieces of information.

	

Oswald's name had no sibiiicance to processing
Agent and he processed patently urgent material first.

	

This information obtained
by New York on 4../21/63 sent to Dallas 6/27/63 and Hosty did rot report same
to Bureau until 9/10/63.

	

Hosty previously admitted "possibly" would have been
better to have reported. earlier.

	

The New York delay did not affect the merits
of the investi-,a ion.
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It is noted that SAs Hosty,

	

are
veterans with more than a year of Bureau service.

	

Accordingly, they should
be entitled to 30 days' written notice in the event they should be involuntarily
separated, reduced in oade or salary or susper .ded for more than 30 days .

	

They
would also have a rig!-, T' of appeal to the Civil Service Commission for any of these
actions.

Enclosures : Attached :.ereto is memorandunn J. H. Gale to \L . Tolson dated
December 10, 1963 re Lee Harvey Oswald reflecting previous is quirt' and action
oaken.
tiieroranda to SAC, Dallas, dated September 29, ,1964
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Mr. GENZMAN. Mr. Gale, can you identify, JFK exhibit F-461,
Mr. GALE. Yes ; JFK F-461 is a memorandum from me to Mr.

Tolson dated September 30, 1964 .
Mr. GENZMAN. What is the subject of that memorandum?
Mr. GALE. It is captioned "Shortcomings in Handling Lee Harvey

Oswald Matter by FBI Personnel."
Mr. GENZMAN. Why did you write this report?
Mr. GALE. I wrote this report because Mr. Hoover had noted that

he wanted this matter carefully reviewed insofar as it pertains to
FBI shortcomings by Gale. He said that the Warren Commission
report tears us to pieces .
He also wanted a memorandum as to what had been done to

plug our gaps, and he also wanted to make certain that we check
and make certain that proper disciplinary action had been taken
against those responsibile for derelictions charged to us .
Mr . GENZMAN. Were you just now reading from the first para-

graph of this report?
Mr. GALE . Yes, sir .
Mr. GENZMAN. I direct your attention to the bottom paragraph at

page 5 . Would you read the first two sentences?
Mr. GALE [reading] :
We previously took administrative action against those responsible for the investi-

gative shortcomings in this case, some of which were brought out by the Commis-
sion . It is felt that it is appropriate at this time to consider further administrative
actions against those primarily culpable for the derelictions in this case, which have
now had the effect of publicly embarrassing the Bureau .
Mr. GENZMAN. What conclusion did you reach concerning the

testimony of FBI witnesses before the Warren Commission?
Mr. GALE. The conclusion reached by me was that some of this

testimony was not adequately handled . We felt that they were
testifying in too flamboyant a fashion and were not confining
themselves to the facts and testifying the way they were supposed
to as FBI personnel .
Mr. GENZMAN. Directing your attention to page 5, would you

read in the middle of the page the three sentences beginning with
"The Bureau"?
Mr. GALE [reading] :
The Bureau by letter to the Commission, indicated that the facts did not warrant

placing a stop on the passport as our investigation disclosed no evidence that
Oswald was acting under the instructions of or on behalf of any foreign government
or instrumentality thereof. Inspector feels that it was proper at that time to take
this public position. However, it is felt that with Oswald's background we should
have had a stop on his passport, particularly since we did not definitely know
whether or not he had any intelligence assignments at that time.
Mr. GENZMAN. Why was this public position taken?
Mr. GALE. I don't know. I didn't write that particular letter to

the Commission . However, I might say that in analyzing this, this
was not something that was black and white. Whether or not we
should have had the passport or the stop on his passport was
subject to interpretation . In other words, there were shades of gray
involved here and apparently those that wrote the letter to the
Commission took a different view than I took, and I felt that there
should have been a stop placed on that, but apparently the people
who wrote the letter to the Commission did not feel that there was
a-did not warrant placing a stop on his passport when they sent

91-372 0 - 79 - 35(V01. 3)
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that to the Commission, the same as they felt that, I guess, that it
was not proper to have him on the security index, and I differed
and I felt that he should be on the security index.
Mr. GENZMAN. Would you reread the last sentence of that para-

graph?
Mr. GALE [reading] :
However, it is felt that with Oswald's background we should have had a stop on

his passport, particularly since we did not know definitely whether or not he had
any intelligence assignments at that time .
Mr. GENZMAN. Mr. Gale, according to some individuals, this sen-

tence implies that the FBI did at some point determine that
Oswald had connections with some U.S . intelligence agency .
Mr. GALE . That is not what I meant. What I meant in writing

that sentence was that we did not know definitely whether he had
any intelligence assignments at that time, but I felt in my mind
that he possibly could have had intelligence assignments based on
his Russian background, his defection to Russia, and the fact that
he would not take the polygraph examination, and also because of
his activities with the Fair Play for Cuba Committee . However, I
had no concrete information to establish any of those possibilities .
Mr. GENZMAN. Thank you .
As a result of your memorandum were additional disciplinary

actions taken against various agents?
Mr. GALE. Yes, they were. I want to say at this time that disci-

plinary action was not unusual in the Bureau . As I said before, I
had the responsibility, and inspectors before me had the responsi-
bility, of making inspections of the field as well as the seat of
government, and where investigative shortcomings were found, in
almost every inspection that was made, there would be administra-
tive action taken against agents in the field or at the seat of
government, and very seldom did any inspection go by whereby
some administrative action was not taken .
Mr. GENZMAN. Mr. Gale, was there every any internal inspection

of the Bureau's investigation of the assassination of President ken-
nedy?
Mr. GALE . No; I was never called upon to make any investigation

of the Bureau's investigation of President Kennedy . All of my
investigation here was confined to the presecurity investigation of
Mr. Oswald and I conducted no investigation of anything that was
done insofar as the investigation of the assassination .
Mr. GENZMAN. Thank you, Mr. Gale.
Mr. Chairman, I have no further questions .
Chairman STOKES . Thank you, counsel .
At this point, the Chair will yield himself such time as he may

consume, after which we will operate under the 5-minute rule .
Mr. Gale, I understand you to say that disciplinary action within

the Bureau was not unusual?
Mr. GALE . No; it was not .
Chairman STOKES . And would disciplinary action always be

taken for, what you have described here today, as deficiencies?
Mr. GALE. Sometimes. We had a rule in the FBI, Mr. Chairman,

and some of the orders of censure that were sent out in this case,
we had a rule that all leads had to be covered in 30 days and a
report had to be submitted in 45 days .
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Now, this particular investigation, a number of instances, as I
recall, were not handled properly . It was not obeyed .
Chairman STOKES . How much time did you devote to the investi-

gation that you made that resulted in your report finding these
deficiencies?
Mr. GALE . I can't recall exactly, but it must have been approxi-

mately 1 1/z or 2 weeks.
Chairman STOKES . I see. You have made some mention of agents

being flamboyant and not-let's see what language you used-not
acting as FBI agents should, or testifying as they should .

Tell us what you mean by that?
Mr. GALE . The memorandum reflects that one of the agents

testified that conditions in the Dallas police station at the time of
detention and interrogation of Oswald were not too much unlike
Grand Central Station at rush hour, maybe like Yankee Stadium
during the World Series games, and I said it was questionable
whether the agent whould have described in such an editorialized
and flamboyant manner, but rather should have indicated condi-
tions were crowded and if called upon to give an estimate of how
many people were located therein to give such an estimate.
Chairman STOKES . Now, can you tell us, Mr. Gale, having con-

ducted this investigation, and having made the kind of findings
that you made here, and the conclusions which appear in your
report, tell us why these type of deficiencies occurred, how did this
type of thing come about?
Mr. GALE. Well, of course, they gave explanations . The agents in

their expansions said it was due to the pressure of other work, and
so forth.

I might say that, in the light of Presidential assassination, if you
were to take any investigation, and a lot of investigations and
scrutinize them, you would find errors in them that you wouldn't
ordinarily find unless you scrutinized them so carefully.
Chairman STOKES . Did any of the deficiencies come about as a

result of a man just disregarding rules and regulations of the
Department?
Mr. GALE . Of course, these rules, the 45th day reporting deadline,

for example, the 30-day investigative coverage deadline, were disre-
garded. Also we felt that good judgment was not used in a number
of instances in the failure to take prompt investigative action after
they had received information . Of course, I cited that in this memo-
randum that I wrote.
Chairman STOKES . When disciplinary action of this type is taken,

does news of that spread throughout the Department pretty
rapidly?
Mr. GALE. Sometimes it did and sometimes it didn't . It all de-

pends on what it was. The Bureau, as I indicated before, Mr.
Chairman, took disciplinary action with considerable regularity
over violations of rules and regulations, over investigative delin-
quencies, and scarcely any inspection went by without our taking
some sort of administrative action against somebody for not doing
what we felt should have been done .
We felt, Mr. Hoover felt, and no one likes to be inspected, I

might add. I was a clerk, I was an agent, I was assistant agent in
charge and a special agent in charge . At no time did I ever relish
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being inspected . However, the inspection system, I feel, and even
though I disliked being inspected, and when I no longer was an
inspector I was in charge of a division, I didn't like being inspected
then either .

Nevertheless, it was a catalyst that made the FBI at that time a
highly efficient organization because it made you go to that extra
step . Rather than go home maybe at 6 o'clock at night, you would
stay until 8 o'clock at night to do what you should have done in
order to achieve a high degree of efficiency .
Chairman STOKES. Well, would it also be fair to say that no one

likes being disciplined?
Mr. GALE. That is exactly right .
Chairman STOKES . And had it not been for your inspection, many

of the things which you brought out, perhaps would have never
been brought out, relative to deficiencies, isn't that true?
Mr. GALE. They might have been brought out on another inspec-

tion . In other words, a routine inspection . If someone picked up
this file, if I pick up the file on a routine inspection I am sure I
would have picked up some of the same deficiencies . But, of course,
you couldn't review ever single file in the FBI . It was a random
thing .
Chairman STOKES . Couldn't some of these deficiencies have been

detected or picked up by those in a supervisory position over those
men?
Mr. GALE. Absolutely . That is why they were disciplined, for not

picking them up .
Chairman STOKES . And wouldn't you say that Mr. Hoover was

feared by the men in the Department?
Mr. GALE. No; I would say he was respected by the men.
Chairman STOKES. Well, in the field?
Mr. GALE. In the field, I would say that they had a degree of

reverence for him when I was there.
Chairman STOKES . But didn't he also have a reputation for being

able to bring down his wrath upon anyone whom he felt did not
perform in a certain way?
Mr. GALE. Mr. Hoover was a perfectionist . He demanded a very

high degree of performance and it was always my contention that
if you demand an average performance you will probably get a
degree of mediocrity . Mr. Hoover demanded perfection . He never
got perfection but he got excellence, and if he had only expected
something to be average, he would have gotten mediocrity.
Chairman STOKES. And where he did not get the standard of

perfection that he demanded, he dealt with that in a very wrathful
manner?
Mr. GALE . He dealt with it in a firm but fair manner. You knew

what you were going to get if you didn't do your work right . You
knew precisely. The word was around . The agents knew very well
from training school on that if they did not handle their investiga-
tions in an efficient manner that their promotions would be denied
and that they would not receive salary increases, and so forth,
which I think is entirely proper . I don't think that those individ-
uals who were not doing their work properly should be given
promotions and get salary increases and so forth .
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Chairman STOKES . Now, your finding that Oswald had not been
placed on the security index was an important finding, was it not?
Mr. GALE. It was. I felt all the findings were important, but that

was one of the important findings .
Chairman STOKES . One of the more important ones, I would say.
How would that have changed Dallas, had he been placed on the

security index?
Mr. GALE . In my opinion, it would not have changed Dallas at

all.
Chairman STOKES . What is the relative importance of it?
Mr. GALE. Because we had a criteria that individuals of this type

should have been placed on the security index and, therefore, the
agents and employees handling that should have complied with
that .
Chairman STOKES . Then had he been on the security index, in

your opinion, the Secret Service or no other agency would have
looked at him differently in Dallas at that time?
Mr. GALE . I don't think so . We had an awful lot of people on the

security index. I don't believe that would have looked at him any
differently .
Chairman STOKES . Do we still utilize the security index today?
Mr. GALE. I understand that we do . I don't know. I have been

retired for a period of 7 years.
Chairman STOKES . During the course of your investigation of the

assassination, did you find any evidence that Oswald had been an
FBI informant?
Mr. GALE . Absolutely not. I had all the files pulled on Mr.

Oswald when I made my inquiry and I received no files indicating
that he had been an informant . If, of course, I had, I would have
taken an entirely different attack on this thing.
Chairman STOKES . I see. So the bottom line is that you have no

information?
Mr. GALE. Absolutely none of it .
Chairman STOKES . All right. Now, did you come to find out about

the threatening note that Oswald had left at the Dallas FBI office?
Mr. GALE. Only after I had left the FBI and I was interrogated

about that by an assistant director in my law office.
Chairman STOKES. Now, was James Hosty one of the men that

you recommended disciplinary action on?
Mr. GALE. Yes; he was.
Chairman STOKES . Tell us why.
Mr. GALE. I don't recall offhand. I would have to look at this

report. For certain investigative and reporting delinquencies, I be-
lieve, the late reporting, failure to put subject on the security
index. The report states :
For holding, for failure, including the earlier interview of Oswald's wife, for

holding investigation in abeyance after being in receipt of information that subject
had been in contact with the Soviet Embassy in Mexico City.
Chairman STOKES . Now, I suppose these findings came about as a

direct result of direct contact you had with Hosty himself?
Mr. GALE. No, that wasn t how it was done in the Bureau.

Almost on a daily basis, every couple of days anyhow, almost all
field offices would receive communications from the headquarters
asking for explanations . They would come by teletype or else by
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airtel, and they would ask for explanations from the agent as to his
investigative shortcomings .
They would send back an explanation to the headquarters . It

would go to the individual investigative division . Many times the
divisions themselves would raise the question . Other times Mr.
Hoover would raise the question on an investigation. Why wasn't
this done, why wasn't that done, why didn't we do it this way, why
did we do it that way.
A teletype would go out to the field or a telephone call would go

out to the field, explanations would be required . And in this in-
stance, if I recall correctly, to the best of my recollection, I either
telephoned the agent in charge in Dallas or else I sent a teletype
out, I am not sure which, or airtel, probably a telephone call or
teletype, asking for certain explanations as to how this case was
handled. Thereafter memoranda came in to me and the memo-
randa reflected what the agent said in his defense.

I asked him for explanation as to why he wouldn't do this and
why he did that and why he did the other thing. That was the
usual inspection procedure, and all matters of that type we would
write up the matter itself, set forth what we felt were delinquen-
cies, and ask for a written explanation . Very seldom was the agent
ever interviewed in a situation like this personally.
Chairman STOKES . Well, now, you seem to have found Hosty

deficient in several areas, then, as a result of the reports that came
in to you?
Mr. GALE . Yes Sir.
Chairman STOKES . And when did you learn of the note that had

been left for Hosty in the Dallas field office .
Mr. GALE. I only learned of that after I had been retired about 4

years.
Chairman STOKES. Had you learned about such a note, what

would have been your reaction to that during the course of your
investigation?
Mr. GALE . If I had learned that a note had been left and that

nothing had been done with it, or what is the question?
Chairman STOKES . That it had been destroyed .
Mr. GALE. If I had learned that a note had been left and it had

been destroyed I would have certainly made an inquiry as to the
whys and wherefores and who had been responsible for destruction
of it .
Chairman STOKES . Would you have probably at that point also

talked directly with that agent?
Mr. GALE. No; I probably would not. Very seldom did an official

from the headquarters talk to an agent in the field. We dealt with
them through their supervisors or through the agent in charge . We
very seldom dealt directly with the agent.
Chairman STOKES . I see. Thank you. I have no further questions .
The gentleman from Indiana, Mr. Fithian.
Mr. FITHIAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Gale, I want to clarify one thing before I go to the questions

I have, and that pertains to JFK exhibit F-460 and not the report
that you sent, but a memorandum from you to Mr. Tolson, I
believe.
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I understand the heading is correct . In any case, it is dated
December 10, 1963, and the memorandum also carries in the blank
following it between the dates, D . C . DeLoach . Do you have that
with you?
Mr. GALE. Yes sir .
Mr. FITHIAN. It is page 11 of your document .
Now, I draw your attention to the last paragraph . Can you tell

me something about that, the one that starts : "It is significant to
note"?
Mr. GALE. I am not sure I read the same thing that you are,

Congressman .
Mr. FITHIAN . Would counsel assist us a little bit?
Mr. GENZMAN . Mr. Gale--
Mr. GALE. My copy here is very bad . That is why I am having a

problem with reading it .
Mr. GENZMAN. On page 11 of your December 10, 1963 report

there is an addendum with the initials A . H . B ., signifying Alan
Belmont?
Mr. GALE. Yes .
Mr. GENZMAN. Do you see that paragraph?
Mr. GALE. Yes, I see it here, right .
Mr. FITHIAN. Just read over that last paragraph .
Mr. GALE [reading] :
It is significant to note that all of the supervisors and officials who came into

contact with this case at the seat of government, as well as agents in the field, are
unanimous in the opinion that Oswald did not meet the criteria for the security
index. If this is so, it would appear that the criteria are not sufficiently specific to
include a case such as Oswald, and rather than take the position that all these
employees were mistaken in their judgment the criteria should be changed. This has
now been recommended by Assistant Director Gale.

Mr. FITHIAN. What does that mean?
Mr. GALE. Well, that meant that the other people did not agree

with the fact that the security index did not-that Oswald met the
security index, and Mr. Belmont took the position that rather than
saying all of these employees were mistaken in their judgment, the
criteria should be changed . Mr. Hoover took the position that they
were more than mistaken .
Mr . FITHIAN. So, if I interpret this correctly, it is the people who

are being disciplined, it is their collective judgment that Oswald
did not qualify?
Mr. GALE . That was not unusual . Most people being disciplined

took the collective judgment that the inspector was wrong .
Mr. FITHIAN. I suspected as much.
Do they usually go so far as putting that in writing?
Mr. GALE . Mr. Belmont was a high official and, therefore, he had

that prerogative .
Mr. FITHIAN. So his putting this in writing in a memo is not

unusual?
Mr. GALE. No. I reported directly to Mr. Tolson and Mr. Hoover,

and so did he .
Mr . FITHIAN. I direct your attention to the last sentence, "This

has now been recommended by Assistant Director Gale."
Mr. GALE . Right .
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Mr. FITHIAN. Does that mean that you recommended that the
security index criteria be expanded, or that you recommended and
concurred with that whole paragraph?
Mr. GALE . That does not mean that I recommended and con-

curred with the whole paragraph . I recommended that if they want
to change, let them go ahead and change it, if they felt it should be
changed.
Mr. FITHIAN. You held to your feeling that the discipline should

go forth?
Mr. GALE. Yes, Sir.
Mr. FITHIAN. Is that correct?
Mr. GALE . Yes.
Mr. FITHIAN. Now, you are something of an expert on discipline,

obviously, in inspections and infractions of the rules in the FBI.
What did you hope to achieve by this sort of collective disciplining
of everybody who might have made another judgment in the preas-
sassination handling of Oswald?
Mr. GALE. Let me point this out. That I wasn't necessarily an

expert on discipline or an ogre in the Bureau . I was merely fulfill-
ing the responsibilities--
Mr. FITHIAN. I understand that .
Mr. GALE [continuing] . That I had and that many others who

held the same job before and since did in the same fashion what
the Inspection Division hoped to achieve and, of course, as I said
before, no one liked to mete out discipline . I do not get any pleas-
ure out of meting out discipline, and I am sure Mr. Hoover did not
either . I would much rather give an agent commendations. On the
other side of the coin, inspectors on occasion would pick up an
investigation and find that it was particularly well done and com-
mend the agents or recommend the agents or recommend them for
an incentive award. So this was a double-edged sword. We weren't
just meting out discipline, we were also recognizing superior per-
formance.
Mr. FITHIAN. I understand that and I apologize for the lack of

clarity of my question .
Chairman STOKES . Time of the gentleman has expired.
The gentleman from Ohio, Mr. Devine .
Mr. DEVINE . And the Inspection Division is not necessarily a new

division, it wasn't organized following the Kennedy assassination,
was it?
Mr. GALE. No, it was not; it has been in existence since Mr.

Hoover took over the FBI and, of course, the reason, one of the
reasons that he put the Inspection Division in the FBI was because
when he took it over it was in such a terrible state of disarray with
crooks and so forth permeating its ranks.
Mr. DEVINE. That dates back to 1924?
Mr. GALE . That is right.
Mr. DEVINE . Mr. Gale, I think you earlier stated that the Direc-

tor sough perfection and demanded excellence among the agents,
and those that failed to measure up to those standards or for one
reason or another didn't reach that pinnacle faced disciplinary
action ; is that correct?
Mr. GALE. If their performance was bad enough, yes.
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Mr. DEVINE. Back in my day and I think it continued through
your day and probably still yet, you were either censured or re-
duced in salary and transferred to a much less desirable office .
Mr. GALE. That is correct.
Mr . DEVINE . I know in my time if a fellow was in Miami, he

would probably be transferred to Butte, or if he was in Los Ange-
les, he would go to Sioux Falls.
Mr . GALE . That is right.
Mr. DEVINE . This was part of the overall disciplinary action that

was followed back in those days and continued through the Ken-
nedy assassination disciplinary action into today.
Mr. GALE. That is correct.
Mr. DEVINE . So the thing I am trying to bring out is the fact that

disciplinary action was taken in this major case, it was not unusual
as it relates to any major case, if there were what you as an
inspector considered a dereliction of duty?
Mr. GALE. That is exactly right. That is what I was trying to

point out insofar as the field inspections we made in the field
offices. There was scarcely a field office inspection that went by
without somebody not being disciplined as a result of some error in
judgment or some violation of the investigative rules or reporting
rules. It was not at all unusual.
Mr. DEVINE . Thank you, Mr. Chairman .
Chairman STOKES. The time of the gentleman has expired.
The gentleman from Michigan, Mr. Sawyer.
Mr. SAWYER. What happens when somebody is put on the secu-

rity index; what does that do?
Mr. GALE. It doesn't do much of anything until Congress and the

President, in a national emergency would declare a national emer-
gency, and in World War II I can tell what it did. The President
and Congress decreed that the individuals on the security index
should be detained, and they were detained, picked up for custodial
detention at that time, and there were hearings held .
Mr. SAWYER. If a President, let's say, is going to visit an area,

such as Dallas in this case, would anybody check the security list
for people who were on it in that area?
Mr. GALE . I don't know what was done in that regard . That was

not in my particular sphere of expertise, so I don't know.
Mr. SAWYER. You actually don't even know that, whether they

do or not?
Mr. GALE . I don't know whether they do it now, I don't know

whether they did it then .
Mr. SAWYER. So then whether somebody goes on the security

index is just kind of put in the bank against a national emergency
or something, and nothing happens, the person isn't--
Mr. GALE. Right. In case we have a national emergency tomor-

row, if they weren't on the security index, certain investigative
actions would not be taken against them, and it is possible that
they could do great damage because they would not be receiving
investigative scrutiny in a national emergency and, of course,
nobody knows when a national emergency is going to occur.
Mr. SAWYER. But no reference was ever made to the security

index absent a national emergency, it was just filed away, nothing
was done with--
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Mr. GALE . There were certain investigative, as I recall, there
were certain investigative requirements if you were on the security
index, where they took investigative steps periodically to see where
you were and what you were doing. You weren't left in a dormant
status . They would keep better track of your activities if you were
on the security index than if you were not.
Mr. SAWYER. If I understand you to say before nothing happened,

when you went on the security index, I misunderstood, there is a
surveillance followup?
Mr. GALE. I told you before, I was not assigned to the Domestic

Intelligence Division, my primary background in the FBI was in
the criminal field, and I frankly am not the person to be talking
insofar as the security index is concerned . I don't have any great
expertise in that .
Mr. SAWYER. I am not asking you for great expertise . You spent

32 years in the Bureau. Certainly you can't sit there and tell me
you don't know what happens when somebody is on the security
index . Are you telling me that?
Mr. GALE. I just told you what happened when they were on the

security index. I told you that in the event of a national emergency
some action would be taken against them.

I also told you that periodically their cases would be reviewed if
they were on the security index. So I did not tell you I did not
know anything about it. I told you that when it came down to the
fine technicalities of the security index there were others who were
more qualified than I to testify about that .
Mr. SAWYER. How often would they be checked if they were--
Mr. GALE. I don't know.
Mr. SAWYER. You don't know?
Mr. GALE . No.
Mr. SAWYER. Would it be as often as once a year?
Mr. GALE. Possibly. I don't know. I think maybe it might have

been . I have forgotten since I have been out 15 years, and frankly,
I don't remember how often we checked them at that time .
Mr. SAWYER. You said something about checking where they are

located. Were they kept track of as to location?
Mr. GALE. I don't recall the details at this time as to how we did

that.
Mr. SAWYER . But do you know whether you did that or not?
Mr. GALE. I think we did. To the best of my recollection, I think

that was done .
Mr. SAWYER . And you wouldn't have any knowledge as to wheth-

er people like the Secret Service would check on people in the
localities who were on the security index?
Mr. GALE . I don't know what procedure they were following after

the assassination . I can't recall at this time the recommendations
that I made. I don't have any memoranda in front of me concern-
ing that . I know I made another inquiry concerning the security
index and those procedures, but I have forgotten that now in the 15
years that have elapsed.
Mr. SAWYER. Would they have or would the Secret Service have

access to the security index?
Mr. GALE. I don't know whether they would or not.
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Mr. SAWYER. Was it disseminated outside of the FBI, or was that
something strictly internal in the FBI, the security index?
Mr. GALE. I think it would be disseminated to the Department of

Justice, too, I don't recall .
Mr. SAWYER. You don't know whether the Secret Service would

have access?
Mr. GALE. I don't recall .
Mr. SAWYER. Thank you.
I have nothing further, Mr. Chairman .
Chairman STOKES . Time of the gentleman has expired.
The gentleman from Indiana, Mr. Fithian.
Mr. FITHIAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman .
What did you hope to achieve by recommending the disciplining

of these 17 people?
Mr. GALE. As I indicated before, disciplinary action was recom-

mended against Bureau personnel from time to time in order to
achieve a higher standard of performance in the organization .
Mr. FITHIAN . It had nothing to do--
Mr. GALE. I know from my own experience the fact that disci-

plinary action was taken for mistakes and for shortcomings made
you work harder and made you do the job better because you did
not want to be the subject of discipline .
Mr. FITHIAN. Well, I have conducted a few Navy inspections

myself, so I understand that part of the philosophy . My basic
question drives to the question as to whether or not you thought
that by recommending these disciplinary actions the Bureau would
in some way look in a better light with regard to its conduct of the
post-assassination handling of Oswald?
Mr. GALE. I don't feel that this had anything to do with the post-

investigative handling of Oswald .
Mr . FITHIAN. Thank you.
Do you have any idea how many people would have been on the

security index in Dallas?
Mr. GALE. No, I have no idea .
Mr . FITHIAN. I asked Mr. Malley earlier this morning about some

other kinds of infractions which seemed more serious than the ones
you recommended discipline for.
What would you have recommended, had you conducted an in-

vestigation and found that a subordinate had concealed from his
superior certain pertinent evidence?
Mr. GALE . I have no idea what I would have recommended at

this stage of the game. That is a highly speculative question, I
think.
Mr. FITHIAN. In all of your inspections--
Mr. GALE. I am sitting here in 1978 and you are asking me what

I would have recommended in 1963 .
Mr. FITHIAN. I understand that. You had some standards for

inspection, didn't you?
Mr. GALE. Of course we had standards, yes sir.
Mr. FITHIAN. In your inspections, in any inspection you ever

covered, did you ever uncover a situation in which a subordinate
had intentionally concealed from his superior any pertinent evi-
dence?
Mr. GALE. I don't recall anything like that.
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Mr. FITHIAN. And did you ever uncover in any inspection you
conducted a situation where anyone had destroyed evidence?
Mr. GALE . No, I don't recall ever discovering in any inspection

that I conducted anything where anybody destroyed any evidence .
Mr. FITHIAN. And did you ever discover a case where an FBI

employee's personnel had altered evidence?
Mr. GALE . I have no recollection of ever discovering anything

like that in any of my inspections.
Mr. FITHIAN. So that if you never discovered that in all of your

inspections, may we now, 15 years later, say that any one of those
actions would be considered very serious?
Mr. GALE. I would say yes .
Mr. FITHIAN. And would we conclude properly that some kind of

significant discipline might be in order?
Mr. GALE. Yes, I would say so .
Mr. FITHIAN. Mr. Gale, you are generally familiar with the poli-

cies followed by the FBI, aren't you, with regard to the dissemina-
tion of information contained in the FBI security index?
Mr. GALE. No, I am not too familiar with that at this time . I do

not recall that at this time, I said before .
Mr. FITHIAN. Do you know whether it was the policy of the FBI

to share the information contained on the security index with any
other Federal agency?
Mr. GALE. I don't recall that offhand, no .
Mr. FITHIAN. You don't know whether it would have been policy

to share that with the Secret Service?
Mr. GALE. I don't have any present recollection of that .
Mr. FITHIAN. Is it your judgment that the FBI should have

shared that information with the Secret Service when the Presi-
dent was going to Dallas, or at any other time?
Mr. GALE . I think that there should be a free exchange of infor-

mation between the FBI and the Secret Service concerning any
individuals who have a subversive background . I believe that is
being done now.
Mr. FITHIAN. So it would not surprise you then that the Secret

Service felt that it should have indeed had that information from
the FBI?
Mr. GALE . I wouldn't know what the Secret Service would be

surprised at or what they wouldn't be surprised at.
Mr. FITHIAN. I have no further questions, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman STOKES. Mr. Gale, is it not conceivable that when we

take the deficiencies that you found relating to Oswald, and in
particular the deficiencies surrounding the deficient manner in
which James Hosty treated the Oswald case, is it not conceivable
that had he been handled in accordance with the rules and regula-
tions that Oswald would have been then known he was under close
surveillance by the FBI and, therefore, that might have been a
deterrant to his actions in Dallas on November 22, 1963?

Is that not conceivable?
Mr. GALE. Well, of course, anything is conceivable, Mr. Chair-

man, and I think that is strictly speculative as to whether or not
that would have taken place . I don't know whether the investiga-
tive deficiencies here would have caused him to reach that conclu-
sion or not, because undoubtedly one of the things that you are
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doing in making an investigation is trying to handle it in such a
way that the person does not know that he is under such intensive
scrutiny, and most of the investigations of subversives are done in
a manner whereby you do not place them under close surveillance
or don't let them know that they are under investigation. You are
not advertising to people you have under investigation that they
are under investigation .
Chairman STOKES . Yes, but according to Hosty, he said he was

waiting until a certain time had elapsed after the beating or whip-
ping, or something.
Mr. GALE. Of his wife .
Chairman STOKES . His wife, before he would contact him further.

It is just conceivable to me and since you felt that was improper
action, did you not?
Mr. GALE. Yes.
Chairman STOKES. You felt the proper time to have talked with

Marina was when she was angry.
Mr . GALE . Yes.
Chairman STOKES . With Oswald, and she might have told them

something of value; isn't that true?
Mr. GALE. If they knew anything about it . Whatever she knew,

she might have told them, yes.
Chairman STOKES . Whatever she knew, she would have told

them, and that is what you felt should have been done?
Mr. GALE. Right.
Chairman STOKES. Is it not also conceivable that had Hosty done

his job properly, he would have been able to advise the Secret
Service that Oswald was working at the Texas Book Depository
which was on the direct parade route.
Mr. GALE. I don't know whether he would have done that . Just

the fact that he would have discovered that, I don't know whether
he would have advised them of that or not. I don't know what he
would have done . In other words, I am not the proper person, I
don't think, to ask what Hosty would have done .
Chairman STOKES . You see, I don't think we are dealing entirely

in speculative matters because, as a result of J. Edgar Hoover
feeling that the FBI had not performed their responsibilities prop-
erly, he sent you in and gave you the direct responsibility of
ascertaining whether or not they had done their job properly .
Mr. GALE. Correct.
Chairman STOKES . Pursuant to his direction, you investigated,

found deficiencies, reported them back to the Director and then
your recommendations relative to censure were carried out; isn't
that correct?
Mr. GALE. That's right.
Chairman STOKES . So, then the purpose, it would seem to me, of

his having taken that action and your having taken your action,
was for the purpose of saying what had been done improperly and
if it had not been done in this way, things might have been differ-
ent.
Mr. GALE . No, I don't think that is what we were saying because

I reached a conclusion that even if the investigative shortcomings
and reporting shortcomings, which I had found, had been carried
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out that it would not have made any difference in Dallas . That was
my conclusion . That is still my conclusion .
What we were trying to do here was to insure that agents

throughout the Bureau and these agents did not make similar
mistakes in the future .
Chairman STOKES . Well, then, how do you come to the conclusion

that if the Bureau had performed on par with the excellence de-
manded by the Director that this still would have occurred? I don't
understand how you arrive at that conclusion .
Mr. GALE. Of course, if Hosty knew that Oswald was going to go

to the book building with a gun, naturally, he would have advised
Secret Service. But he didn't know that . We are sitting back here
after the fact and it is much easier to see what you would have
done after the fact than it is before the fact .

I frankly do not feel that these investigative shortcomings play
any part in the Dallas assassination . They were investigative
errors-if we felt they had played a part in that, believe me, the
disciplinary action would have been much stronger .
Chairman STOKES . Isn't it conceivable that if they had talked

with Marina, when they should have talked with Marina, they
might have found out that he had shot at General Walker.
Mr. GALE . I don't know what she would have told him.
Chairman STOKES . But it is conceivable, isn't it?
Mr. GALE. Anything is conceivable.
Chairman STOKES . Thank you. The gentleman from Indiana, Mr.

Fithian.
Mr. FITHIAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman . I want to go back to one

part of your testimony earlier today where you stated there was no
stop put on Oswald's passport ; isn't that what you said?
Mr. GALE. Yes.
Mr. FITHIAN. If there had been any suspicion of Oswald somehow

being associated with foreign intelligence ties, would that have
altered the recommendation on putting a stop on the passport?
Mr. GALE . Yes. Of course, I thought there should have been a

stop placed on the passport anyhow.
Mr. FITHIAN. I am sorry.
Mr. GALE. I felt there should have been a stop placed on the

passport anyhow.
Mr. FITHIAN. It certainly would have increased the probability

they would have put a stop on his passport if they had any
thoughts he was somehow associated with either Russia or Cuba,
right?
Mr. GALE. Yes, I would think so .
Mr. FITHIAN. What effect would any information that he had

ties, let's say, to our own domestic intelligence system, what effect
would that have had on your recommendation?
Mr. GALE . Well, that never crossed my mind in any way, shape,

manner or form .
Mr. FITHIAN. But it would be kind of inverse of the other?
Mr. GALE. The fact that he would have any ties to any of our

domestic intelligence or-of course, I would have known if he had
been a Bureau informant because I had that information from the
files . But if I had any idea that he had been with any other
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agency-I had no idea, it never crossed my mind he possibly would
be involved in that and I still don't think he was.
Mr. FITHIAN. One last question, Mr. Chairman . Mr. Gale, are you

satisfied with the post-assassination handling of the investigation
by the FBI? Basically, we have concentrated on sort of pre-han-
dling of Oswald .
Mr. GALE. I had nothing to do with the post-investigative assassi-

nation, whatsoever . I was still assigned to that when Mr. Malley
completed that investigation . I was still assigned to the Inspection
Division and at no time did Mr. Hoover ever ask me to make any
inquiry concerning the post-assassination of Oswald and so, there-
fore, I was occupied doing other things with regard to my responsi-
bilities as assistant director in charge of the Inspection Division
and did not again come in contact with the investigation of the
Oswald matter after I had completed this .
Mr . FITHIAN . And have not given any more thought to it?
Mr. GALE . Not particularly.
Mr. FITHIAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman .
Mr. GALE. I have not read the reports . I have not read the

reports that Mr. Malley wrote. I did not read any memorandum. I
read certain newspaper accounts, of course . I followed the Oswald
and Ruby matter, but from the standpoint of official memorandum,
I was not reading that at the time . I had no official interest in that .
Mr. FITHIAN . And before we close, would you repeat for me why

you were dissatisfied with Hosty's performance in Dallas? I know
what it says in the report . We have gone over that .
Mr. GALE. That's why.
Mr. FITHIAN. Is that it, the whole 9 yards?
Mr. GALE . That is as much as I can recall now. I only can recall

why I was dissatisfied with anybody's performance at this point
from reviewing the record . I certainly have no personal recollection
of anything like this as to an individual agent as to why a certain
course of action was taken against him 15 years later.
Mr . FITHIAN. What I am saying is, does your written recommen-

dation reflect your total thinking on Hosty's performance at that
time?
Mr. GALE. There possibly-at the time? To the best of my recol-

lection, yes.
Mr . FITHIAN. And you started to say something else .
Mr . GALE . It is possible there is some memoranda, other memo-

randa in the file concerning this, I don't know. There must be some
explanations from him, and I don't know if there is something else
written by me or not. All I know right now is what I have here in
front of me. That is all I recall about the matter. If there is
anything else in the file, it could possibly refresh my recollection,
but I don't have any recollection of this other than what I have
here .
Mr. FITHIAN. I have no further questions, Mr. Chairman .
Chairman STOKES . The time of the gentleman has expired. The

gentleman from Michigan, Mr. Sawyer.
Mr. SAWYER . I am a little puzzled, as I understand your testi-

mony, that these deficiencies in the pre-assassination investigation
had really nothing to do with the ensuing result in Dallas .
Mr. GALE . I didn't think so ; no, sir.
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Mr. SAWYER. And yet, your report devotes itself to some specula-
tion whether the administrative punishment ought to be withheld
because it might get to the Warren Commission or whether you
should go ahead because the subpenas probably wouldn't reach
down to the agent level and, therefore, they wouldn't find out
about it .

If it had nothing to do with the result in Dallas, why were you so
concerned about the Warren Commission finding out about it since
that was all they were concerned with?
Mr. GALE . I wasn't particularly concerned about it . There were

other officials who were concerned about the administrative action
being made public, I think, and embarrassing the Bureau.
Mr. SAWYER. You make mention in your recommending or sug-

gesting you go ahead with it, you say the subpenaes of the Warren
Commission probably would not reach down to the agent level .

So, apparently, you were concerned, or--
Mr . GALE . I didn't feel it would and I didn't particularly care if it

did. I felt the administrative action should go forward and so did
Mr. Hoover . No matter who found out about it, I thought the chips
should fall where they may, no matter who found out about it .
Mr. SAWYER . Yes, but you were saying they probably wouldn't

find out about it which was an argument in favor of going ahead.
Mr. GALE. That is exactly right, because there were others who

were opposed to it .
Mr. SAWYER. So, why would it be an argument of going ahead or

not going ahead if it had nothing to do with the result in Dallas .
Mr. GALE . Because there were others in the Bureau who were

opposed to that.
Mr. SAWYER. Well, then, they apparently felt differently than

you did about whether it would have affected the results in Dallas ;
is that correct?
Mr. GALE . I don't think so . They may have felt the Warren

Commission should not have had it because they didn't want it to
become public at that time . They were concerned about adverse
publicity insofar as our mishandling the case . It was not the prac-
tice and policy of the FBI to be airing its dirty linen in public .
Mr. SAWYER. The Warren Commission weren't interested in the

procedural operations of the FBI in particular if they were con-
nected with their charge; namely, to investigate the assassination
in Dallas; isn't that correct?
Mr. GALE. You might be interested in knowing, Mr. Sawyer, that

the Warren Commission found the same deficiencies that I found
on the same things and right down the line . As a matter of fact,
Mr. Tolson called me on two of the agents in New York that they
found had, they felt, were derelict in the way they had reported
the matter, and he asked me if we had found those and I told him,
the Director wants to know if you found those and I told this, the
Director wants to know if you found those and I told him, that, yes,
we had found those. And so, the Warren Commission apparently
didn't feel that these errors made any difference in Dallas, and I
don't feel they did, either .
They had the same errors in front of them . They found the same

exact errors that I found.
Mr. SAWYER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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Chairman STOKES . I have just one final question, Mr. Gale . A
part of the mandate given this committee by the House of Repre-
sentatives is that we assess and evaluate the performance of the
agencies as they related to the assassination of the President. And
based upon your testimony here today with reference to the pre-
assassination performance of the agency, your findings, your rec-
ommendation, if you were asked to rate the performance of the FBI
on a scale of zero to ten, with ten representing the highest per-
formance of the agency, what rating would you give the FBI?
Mr. GALE . Of course, insofar as the post-assassination investiga-

tion is concerned, as I indicated, I have not read that investigation.
Chairman STOKES . My question to you, I am sorry to interrupt

you, my question is with reference to your inspection, your findings
relative to the pre-assassination performance of the FBI .
Mr. GALE . Insofar as the investigation of Oswald, insofar as the

pre-assassination investigation of Oswald, obviously would not give
the agents who conducted the investigation a rating of ten.

I possibly would give them a rating of maybe six or seven,
insofar as the investigation of Oswald was concerned, the pre-
assassination of Oswald.
Further than that, I cannot comment because I was not involved

in any other aspect of the situation.
Chairman . STOKES . Thank you.
Does anyone have anything further?
Mr. Gale, as a witness before our committee, you are entitled at

the conclusion of your testimony to have 5 minutes in which you
may explain or comment in any way upon your testimony before
our committee.

I extend to you at this time 5 minutes for that purpose.
Mr . GALE. I have no further observations or comments to make,

and I thank the committee for their courtesy.
Chairman STOKES . We thank you very much for having appeared

here and been a witness before our committee. Thank you very
much . You are excused.

[Witness excused.]
Chairman STOKES . There being no further business to come

before the committee at this time, the committee will adjourn until
9 a.m . tomorrow morning.
[Whereupon, at 1:25 p.m., the committee recessed, to reconvene

at 9 a.m., Thursday, September 21, 1978.]
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